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Abstract  10 
In this paper, a three-dimensional constitutive ice model with nonlinear viscoelastic and plastic 11 
components acting in series is proposed for the dynamic simulation of ice-structure interactions. The former 12 
component corresponds to a nonlinear Burgers model, in which the deviatoric behaviour is viscoelastic and 13 
the volumetric behaviour is elastic. The Burgers model is combined with the well accepted Glen’s law and 14 
Ashby and Duval’ law to describe the time-dependent behaviour and distribution in relaxation time. A 15 
hydrostatic pressure- and octahedral shear stress-dependent Tsai-Wu-type yield criterion is adopted to invoke 16 
the plastic state. The proposed ice model is assumed to be isotropic and is implemented in the commercial 17 
software LS-DYNA as a user-defined material. Verification of this model is implemented via simulations of 18 
creep and indentation experiments and via the simulation of a scenario of ice-rigid steel plate collision. The 19 
simulation of creep experiments shows that this material model can reflect the viscoelastic properties of ice 20 
quite well. The calculated contact force and pressure-area curves agree well with the results of indentation 21 
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experiments. And the ice-rigid steel plate collision example yields reasonable results, indicating that the 22 
proposed model has a good capacity for describing the brittle behaviour of ice. The numerical verification 23 
proves that the proposed ice material model has a wide range of potential applications. 24 
Key words: ice-structure interaction; ice model; viscoelastic-plastic model; Burgers model; numerical 25 
simulation 26 
1. Introduction 27 
The exploration of Arctic sea routes and oil and gas resources has become a trend in recent years, driven 28 
by climate warming, technological development and economic benefits (Khon et al., 2010; Ostreng et al., 29 
2013). These changes will make the activities of ships and marine structures more frequent in Arctic. 30 
However, ice-structure interactions may cause serious damage to marine structures and ships, even resulting 31 
in sinking in serious conditions such as collisions, as well as leakage of oil and natural gas (Hill, 2006). 32 
Numerical simulation is an important method to investigate ice-structure interactions, and one of the key 33 
difficulties is in establishing an accurate ice material constitutive model.  34 
The mechanical characteristics of ice are complex, including elasticity, delayed elasticity, plasticity and 35 
brittleness. Ice shows different deformation characteristics under different conditions. The review of ice 36 
properties can be found in Barrette and Jordaan (2001) and Schulson and Duval (2009). The behaviour of ice 37 
is affected by many factors, such as temperature, loading rate, brine and porosity. For example, when 38 
temperature decreases or strain rate increases, the post-peak stress will decrease quickly with strain and the 39 
ice deformation will transit from ductile region to brittle region as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, establishing a 40 
relatively complete constitutive model has always been a challenging task. Most models contain only parts of 41 
the ice characteristics, and only a small portion of the models have been used in Finite Element tools to 42 
simulate ice-structure interaction.  43 
For the spatial scale, ice-structure interaction is concerned with global ice loads and local ice loads. The 44 
former represents the resultant force on the structure and is related to the design of overall structure (Timco 45 
and Sudom, 2013). While the local ice loads are applied on a small and defined portion of a large area, and is 46 
related to the local structure to be designed. The process simulated in this paper is this kind of local 47 
ice-structure interaction, with ice load acting on a panel or plating between frames (Jordaan et al., 2005). The 48 
contact area is smaller than 3m2 in the simulation part of this paper. Masterson et al. (2007) proposed a local 49 
pressure-area curve applying to contact area less than 10m2, obtained from field measurement, small and 50 
medium scale indentation experiments. ISO Standard (2010) adopted this relation and it is used for 51 
comparison in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. For the ice behavior and failure process in the local ice-structure 52 
interaction, Jordaan (2001) proposed a systematical elaboration to describe it. Ice loads are mainly 53 
transmitted to the structure through high-pressure zones (90% according to Johnston et al. (1998)). Ice of 54 
high-pressure zones is under high confinement due to the surrounding ice and structure and cracks are 55 
suppressed, so the ice there is highly damaged with recrystallization and will be crushed and extruded. While 56 
the ice around high-pressure zones fails in a brittle manner. Ice is at a relatively high strain rate in common 57 
ice-structure interactions, such as collision scenarios where ice strain rate is higher than 10-3/s according to 58 
Liu et al. (2011), except for structures subjected to creep of level ice, especially when the temperature rises, 59 
where the ice strain rate is relatively low (lower than 10-5) and ductile deformation dominates. In addition, 60 
confinement also influences the ice behavior. Even for ice-structure interaction in high rates, the ice of 61 
high-pressure zones deforms in a ductile manner with damage. 62 
One type of the existing ice material models is the ones with physical basis. These models emphasize 63 
the description of internal microscopic changes of ice, such as crystal dislocations, grain boundary sliding, 64 
micro-cracks, cracks propagation and interaction, which need further experimental research of the 65 
micromechanics and is still in the initial stages. Some physical based material models can be referred to Cole 66 
(1995), Cole (1998), Kolari (2013) and Kolari (2017). Another main type is the phenomenological models 67 
based on the theory of viscoelasticity/plasticity (Leclair et al. 1999) to describe the macroscopic phenomenon 68 
(relation between stress, strain, time, etc.) other than the microscopic mechanism inside ice. A model 69 
represented by rheological elements including springs and dashpots is an effective method and is also the 70 
way to establish the material model in this paper. 71 
 72 
 73 
Fig. 1. Stress-strain curves at different strain rates from ductile to brittle zones (Snyder et al. 2016). 74 
There have been many researches about the viscoelasticity/viscoplasticity of ice. Experimental studies 75 
have shown that the ice continuum deformation is composite. According to the features (whether 76 
time-dependent, recoverable), the ice deformation can be decomposed into instant elastic, delayed elastic 77 
(growing with time at constant stress and recoverable) and viscous or plastic deformation (irrecoverable). 78 
Glen (1955) proposed an equation related with temperature to describe the relation between viscous strain 79 
rate and stress and is well accepted. Many laboratory experiments have been conducted since 1970s to 80 
investigate the ice continuum deformation and used Glen’ law to describe the viscous behaviour, and relevant 81 
mechanical parameters were obtained, see, e.g., Barnes (1971), Jones, (1982), Mellor and Cole (1982), Sinha 82 
(1982), Jones and Chew (1983), Durham et al. (1983), Rist and Murrell (1994), Gagnon and Gammon 83 
(1995), Schulson and Nickolayev (1995), Jones et al. (2003). Jellinek and Brill (1956) adopted a one 84 
dimensional Maxwell-Voigt model to describe the viscoelastic deformation of ice. Because the delayed 85 
elastic strain of ice display a distribution of retardation times, a large number of Kelvin units acting in series 86 
can capture this behavior. Xiao (1997) used one Maxwell unit and three Kelvin units to simulate the 87 
viscoelastic deformation and applied the model to Finite Element Analysis to take numerical simulations and 88 
compared the results with creep experiments. The results corresponded with the tested curves and the 89 
distribution of recovering strain in unloading phase was also simulated successfully. However, more 90 
rheological units bring more mechanical parameters need to be determined through experiments, and this 91 
makes the application of this type of model difficult. Leclair et al. (1999) applied an equation originally used 92 
for creep of polymeric material to simulate the viscoelastic deformation of ice, and obtained the parameters 93 
through cycle loading experiments. Ji et al. (2005) and Gang et al. (2006) established two viscoelastic-plastic 94 
models with Mohr-Coulomb yielding criterion and Drucker-Prager yield criterion respectively, the delayed 95 
elastic deformation was represented by Kelvin unit. The models were applied to simulate ice dynamics using 96 
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH). It was found the singular problem in the Mohr–Coulomb yield 97 
criterion was overcame by the Drucker-Prager criterion. Some studies suggest that the Tsai-Wu type of yield 98 
criterion is more suitable for describing the behavior of ice, e.g., Riaka and Frederking (1987), Varsta (1983). 99 
Derradji-Aouat (2003) summarized and analyzed ice strength data of the previous experiments and used 100 
multiple elliptical surfaces to describe the failure of ice. Zhou et al. (2016) conducted experiments on 101 
columnar ice and adopted initial yield、hardening and subsequent yield to describe the ice behavior. It was 102 
found that the initial and subsequent yield surfaces maintained elliptical shape in the plane of effective stress 103 
versus hydrostatic stress.       104 
Some models were combined with continuum damage theory representing micro-cracks to simulate the 105 
quasi-brittle behavior of ice. Ortiz et al. (2015) adopted the elastic Mazars damage model to describe the 106 
fragile response of ice, and the compressive failure of ice cylinders under high speed loading was simulated. 107 
Taylor and Jordaan (2014) used Schapery’s damage theory and element erosion techniques in Finite Element 108 
Method to simulate the brittle process of ice and obtained the contact pressure-time curve. Saksala et al. 109 
(2015) combined continuum damage and embedded discontinuity to describe the strain-stress relation of ice. 110 
Two dimensional simulations were conducted and the strain softening behaviour can be simulated. However, 111 
damage based models need a robust material model without damage to completely describe ice behaviors 112 
(Leclair et al., 1999), and these brittle models usually ignored the capacity of simulating viscoelasticity, 113 
especially the delayed elastic behaviour. In fact, all these characteristics are included in ice material, one or 114 
more features will be evoked in a given scenario and there is no definite boundary between these 115 
characteristics. And the lack of ability to describe viscoelastic behavior limits the scope of application of the 116 
model. Conditions with higher temperature, slow interaction, high confinement (such as high-pressure zones) 117 
cannot be simulated. Therefore, it is meaningful to establish a comprehensive model that can be applied to a 118 
wider range of scenarios.  119 
The main objective of this study is to establish a comprehensive three-dimensional ice constitutive 120 
model that can be used in Finite Element Method based on viscoelastic-plastic theory to simulate the 121 
ice-structure interaction. The viscoelastic behaviour is described with an improved Burgers model (one 122 
Maxwell and one Kelvin units acting in series), which is based on the laws summarised from experimental 123 
results and takes the influence of temperature and confining pressure into account, thus can reflect the 124 
viscoelastic behaviour of ice more accurately. The viscous relation is based on Glen’s law (1955), and the 125 
delayed elastic relation is based on Ashby and Duval’ law (1985). The deviatoric and volumetric parts are 126 
constructed separately. A Tsai-Wu type criterion is adopted to evoke the plastic deformation, and an empirical 127 
failure criterion based on the effective plastic strain and hydrostatic pressure is adopted to determine the 128 
failure of ice elements. In general, plastic theory is used to describe the ductile behaviour of ice. For the 129 
numerical simulation of ice-structure interaction, the plastic theory can be applied to brittle region for 130 
predicting the ice load in a proper way. Liu (2011) proposed an elastic-plastic model with the combination of 131 
element erosion to simulate ice-ship collision scenario and the ice load was well predicted. In addition, plastic 132 
theory based ice model has a potential for further development. It can be developed to model the post-peak 133 
softening behaviour and the ductile-brittle transition of ice. Therefore, the model proposed in this paper can 134 
reflect the viscoelasticity of ice and also can simulate the ice load of collision where ice fails mainly in brittle 135 
region. 136 
This model can be used for the simulation of isotropic freshwater ice and iceberg ice with low brine 137 
content. Two typical experiments conducted on ice including a creep experiment and a medium-scale 138 
indentation experiment, and a collision scheme between ice and a rigid plate were simulated to verify the 139 
performance of this model. It is shown that the proposed ice model can simulate the comprehensive 140 
characteristics during the ice-structure interaction scenario. The proposed ice model can be applied in FEM 141 
simulations to give structural safety assessments for Arctic ships during their design phases or provide 142 
evaluations for other ice-structure interaction-related engineering practices. 143 
2. Description of the constitutive viscoelastic-plastic ice material model 144 
The ice model proposed in this paper is an incremental viscoelastic-plastic model. The viscoelastic 145 
constitutive law corresponds to a nonlinear Burgers model. The yield criterion marking the beginning of the 146 
plastic phase corresponds to the Tsai-Wu yield surface, and the associated flow rule is adopted. The 147 
numerical implementation is based on a differential method and return mapping algorithm. 148 
2.1 Viscoelastic-plastic constitutive law for ice material 149 
The deformation of ice are composed of several components: instantaneous elastic, delayed elastic, 150 
viscous, and plastic components. Fig. 2 illustrates the typical one dimensional ice creep behaviour, including 151 
the characteristics of the generation and recovery of the first three deformation components under a constant 152 
external force. The instantaneous elastic strain ( e ) often makes up a small portion of the total strain of ice 153 
and it’s reversible and time independent. It is followed by a period of transient creep which is composed of 154 
delayed elastic strain ( d ) and viscous strain ( v ), and then a steady-strain rate stage where the viscous 155 
strain dominates. The delayed elastic strain manifests as a gradually increasing strain for which the increase 156 
slows with time and the strain can also fully recover. And after the external load is removed, the deformation 157 
will relax with a distribution of relaxation times rather than a single relaxation time, manifesting as the fully 158 
recovery of this deformation will take a much longer time than it’s generation (Leclair et al. 1999). The 159 
viscous strain is very small initially but becomes greater over time. For the creep deformation of granular 160 
polycrystalline ice, dislocation glide is usually the main mechanism, and dislocation climb is considered as a 161 
complementary mode (Schulson and Duval, 2009; Barnes, et al. 1971). The dislocation relaxation 162 
mechanism dominates the delayed elastic deformation of ice (Cole, 1995).  163 
 164 
Fig. 2. Constant stress-time curve (left). Creep strain-time curve under the constant stress (right). Creep strain 165 
is composed of elastic strain, delayed elastic strain and viscous strain, and after the external force is removed 166 
after t1, the elastic strain recovers immediately and the delayed elastic strain recovers with a distribution of 167 
relaxation times. 168 
Plastic strain and viscous strain are both permanent but behave in different ways in this study. Viscous 169 
strain is attributed to the time effect, and even with a small external force, it will occur. The plastic strain will 170 
only be produced on the condition that the ice exceeds its elastic limit or yield limit. That being the case, the 171 
yield criterion and flow rule are important for the plastic strain, and this will be discussed in the next section. 172 
For the ice behaviour in a tri-axial stress state, the deformation mechanism of ice can be divided into 173 
two components: volume change and shape change of the ice crystal lattice. The volumetric deformation of 174 
ice is caused by the variation of the intermolecular distance under hydrostatic pressure, but the shape of the 175 
ice crystal remains the same. The deviatoric strain is attribute to the shape distortion of ice crystals, 176 
corresponding to the effect of deviatoric stress (Barrette and Jordaan, 2001). To facilitate the establishment of 177 
a constitutive model in a tri-axial stress state, the ice behaviour can be decomposed into these two parts to 178 
process separately. 179 
According to the above phenomena, the material model proposed in this paper will be based on the 180 
following hypotheses： 181 
 The material model is isotropic. 182 
 The total deviatoric strain is assumed to be represented as the sum of instantaneous elastic strain, viscous 183 
strain, delayed elastic strain and plastic strain. 184 
 The volumetric behaviour is represented by elastic and plastic strain. 185 
 The viscous elastic and delayed elastic deformation will be affected by temperature.  186 
Therefore, the total stress and strain tensors of ice can be decomposed into deviatoric part and 187 
volumetric part, 188 
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where ij and ij are the strain and stress components, ije and ijs are the deviatoric strain and stress 192 
components, / 3vol ii  and / 3iip  are the volumetric strain and stress, and the Einstein summation 193 
convention (Lai et al. 2009) applies. 194 
The total deviatoric strain rate ije  and volumetric strain rate vol  can be expressed as, 195 
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where eije , 
v
ije , 
d
ije  
and pije  are the deviatoric elastic, viscous, delayed elastic and plastic strain rates, 198 
respectively, and e
vol  and 
p
vol  are the volumetric elastic and plastic strain rates, respectively. For the 199 
deviatoric viscoelastic behaviour including the first three parts, a Burgers model consisting of a Maxwell unit 200 
and a Kelvin unit arranged in series is used here. Fig. 3 shows the Burgers model. Elastic strain e  and 201 
viscous strain v  are represented by the spring and dashpot in Maxwell model, respectively. Delayed elastic 202 
strain d  is represented by the combination of spring and dashpot arranged in parallel in the Kelvin unit. 203 
 204 
Fig. 3. One-dimensional Burgers model consisting of a Maxwell model and a Kelvin model arranged in 205 
series. Spring in the Maxwell model represents for the elastic strain, dashpot in the Maxwell model represents 206 
for the viscous strain, Kelvin model represents for the delayed elastic strain. 207 
2.1.1 Elastic strain 208 
The elastic volumetric strain has a linear relation to the volumetric stress, as does the deviatoric 209 
instantaneous elastic strain with the stress components. The elastic part can be described by the generalized 210 
Hooke's law,  211 
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where K  is the bulk modulus and MG  is the shear modulus of the Maxwell unit. 214 
2.1.2 Viscous strain  215 
Basic viscous relation can be described as a linear relation between stress and strain rate according to 216 
Newton’s law (  ), which also can be represented by the dashpot in original Maxwell unit. However, 217 
many experiments have observed that the viscous strain rate is nonlinear with stress. Such as in constant 218 
stress loading experiments, the viscous strain under different stress levels is in nonlinear relationship with 219 
stress at the same loading time. Glen’s law (1955) is a well-accepted equation to describe this relation. In this 220 
paper, the formula proposed by Jones and Chew (1983) which was based on Glen’s law and took confining 221 
pressure into account is adopted to improve the Burgers model,  222 
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n
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where 1 3( )   is uniaxial stress, A and n are material constants，Q is activation energy, R = 8.314J/(mol·K)  224 
is molar gas constant，T is absolute temperature, p  is the hydrostatic pressure and V is the activation 225 
volume. In order to extend this relation to three-dimension, the differential stress 1 3( )   can be replaced 226 
by effective stress according to the isotropic assumption, and the axial viscous strain rate can be written in the 227 
deviatoric form.  228 
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230 
where ijs  is deviatoric stress; 
3
2
ij ijs s
s   is the effective stress and the Einstein summation convention 231 
(Lai et al. 2009) applies. According to Jones and Chew (1983), V equals 32cm3/mol here. The above stress 232 
unit is MPa.  233 
In this equation, the influence of temperature is included. It is reflected in two parameters: temperature (T) 234 
and activation energy (Q). At the same stress level, the viscous strain rate improves and ice becomes softer as 235 
temperature increases. A lot of tri-axial experiments were conducted in the past decades, and many of the 236 
experimental data were analysed using Glen’s law (1955), e.g., Durham et al. (1983), Barnes et al. (1971), 237 
Jones (1982), Rist and Murrell (1994). The values of the parameters were obtained and this provides a good 238 
reference for the determination of the parameters in the application of this model. It was found that n is 239 
around 3 under lower stress level, and could be 4 under higher stress level, which is probably associated with 240 
the occurrence of micro-cracking and non-basal gliding (Rist and Murrell, 1994). Q has different values in 241 
different temperature intervals, and some of the experimental suggestions are listed in Table 1. 242 
Table 1. Values of Q from different experimental studies. 243 
 Barnes et al. (1971) Barnes et al. (1971) Sinha (1978) Rist and Murrell (1994) Budd and Jacka (1989) 
T (oC) < -8 -8 ~ -2 -5 ~ -45 -20 ~ -45 -10 
Q (kJ/mol) 76.8 120 67 69 77 
The creep tests simulated subsequently in this paper was conducted under o11 C  and the effective 244 
stress was under 10MPa, thus 3 is an ideal value for n. And Q = 78.6kJ/mol and A = 6.5E8 s-1/MPa3 245 
suggested by Barnes et al. (1971) is adopted. For simulations of indentation tests and ice-plate collision, n=4 246 
is proper as the hydrostatic pressure is over 30MPa as calculated. 247 
2.1.3 Delayed elastic stain 248 
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The delayed elastic deformation in axial direction can be represented in the time power law form. This 249 
can be described by part of Andarade’s law in which the strain is the third power of time, 1 3
t t  (Glen, 250 
1955; Schulson and Duval, 2009), where   is a parameter. In this model, Ashby and Duval’s law (1985) is 251 
adopted,  252 
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where   is the axial stress, E is the elastic modulus, C=0.016 and m=3. In this model, the index of time is 254 
also 1/3. The delayed elastic strain is related with the viscous strain rate, thus is also dependent on 255 
temperature and confining pressure. As time goes on, the delayed elastic strain gradually approaches the 256 
maximum value /B E , and B is a parameter which can determine the maximum delayed strain. The 257 
maximum delayed elastic strain could be ten times higher than the instantaneous elastic strain (Cole, 1995; 258 
Duval, 1978), so the value of B should be around 10 or even greater.  259 
Equation (11) is extended to three-dimensional form and the viscous strain rate is substituted by 260 
equation (9), then the deviatoric viscous strain can be expressed as,  261 
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where MG G  is the shear modulus，
 ij
s  and s  are deviatoric stress component and effective stress as 263 
defined in viscous strain part. 264 
Kelvin unit can represent the above equation. The total deviatoric stress is equal to the sum of the 265 
stresses produced by the spring and the dashpot in Kelvin unit as shown in Fig. 3, 266 
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where KG , K and dije  are the shear modulus, viscous coefficient and deviatoric strain rate component of 270 
the Kelvin body, respectively. Formula (12) and (13) are equivalent because the former is the analytical 271 
solution of the latter. The model shows that the delayed elastic constitutive relation is also nonlinear. 272 
2.1.4 Plastic strain 273 
The law of plastic deformation is described by the plastic potential theory, which is also one of the 274 
incremental plastic theories. In addition, the associated flow rule is adopted to specify that the direction of the 275 
plastic strain increment vector is normal to the yield surface. The plastic strain rates of the deviatoric and 276 
volumetric parts are respectively expressed as follows,  277 
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where   is the plastic consistency parameter and f  is the yield function. 280 
Formulas above in combination with the yield and failure criteria described in Section 2.2 below 281 
compose the viscoelastic-plastic constitutive model of ice. The viscoelastic and plastic strain rate parts are 282 
assumed to act in series. In the condition of the offshore structure subjected from creep load produced by 283 
floating ice cover moving slowly or by level ice under rising temperature against it, the strain rate is usually 284 
lower than 10-5 and time-dependent deformation can be fully developed. For the high-rate deformation with 285 
strain rate higher than 10-3, the viscous part usually does not have enough time to develop, and the model will 286 
degenerate automatically to be nearly elastic-plastic. 287 
2.2 Yield and failure criteria 288 
For the plastic theory, establishing broadly effective yield and failure criteria is an essential task. Ice will 289 
undergo plastic volumetric deformation, and its yield stress is dependent on hydrostatic pressure, which is 290 
quite different from most metal materials and more like concrete and rock (Schulson, 2001). Studies 291 
regarding the yield criterion of ice are insufficient as of yet, e.g., (Varsta, 1983, Und Polach et al., 2013, Kim 292 
et al. 2011). Some studies have simulated the yield or failure phenomenon by using damage theory 293 
considering that the damage begins to accumulate when stress begins to decline and that ice will fail at a 294 
critical damage value. However, there remains a lack of unified and widely accepted damage criteria and 295 
accumulation laws. Another approach is to use the yield surface method, which can reflect the stress or strain 296 
state when ice material yields. Varsta (1983) summarised different criteria and suggested Tsai-Wu criterion is 297 
suitable for ice problems. Derradji-Aouat et al. (2000, 2003, 2005, 2010) summarized the experimental 298 
results of different kinds of ice and proposed a 3-D yield criterion based on Mroz’s multi-surface concept, 299 
which is relatively systematic and has a theoretical foundation. Timco and Frederking (1984) proposed an 300 
n-type yield function to describe the behaviour of ice. Liu et al. (2011) and Shi et al. (2016) have prone 301 
separately that the last two criteria are both Tsai-Wu type yield criterion and are hydrostatic pressure 302 
dependent, because the equations can be deduced to the same form with Tsai-Wu equation. This yield 303 
criterion can cover the test data within a certain range, which makes it a reasonable way to describe the yield 304 
law of ice, although more data are needed to improve it. The Tsai-Wu yield surface is adopted here and can 305 
be expressed as follows (Derradji-Aouat, 2003), 306 
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where 0a , 1a  and 2a are constants; p  is the hydrostatic pressure; and q  is the octahedral shear 308 
stress. The yield condition 0f 
 
is represented by an ellipse on the q p  plane. Equation (18) can be 309 
written as follows,  310 
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where maxp , maxq and   are important parameters affecting the shape of the elliptical line (see Fig. 4). 312 
Note that the ellipse contains the origin; hence, the material in this model is able to support the tensile stress. 313 
In the principle stress space, the failure criterion is represented by an ellipsoid of rotation about the 314 
hydrostatic pressure axis. Since the associated flow rule is adopted here, the plastic potential function is the 315 
same as the yield function, which determines the flow direction of plastic strain increments.  316 
 317 
Fig. 4. Elliptical line of the Tsai-Wu yield criterion on the octahedral shear stress - hydrostatic pressure plane. 318 
Stresses out of the yield line evoke the plastic state, and stress will be mapped back to the yield surface 319 
through return mapping algorithm. 320 
In the ice-structure interaction, ice will fail due to crushing or fracturing. Erosion technique is used to 321 
simulate the failure of ice in Finite Element Method. Once the element violates the failure criterion, it will be 322 
deleted. This technique is easy to implement and efficient. According to the classical theory of plasticity, no 323 
appreciable plastic deformation occurs in brittle failure. Nonetheless, plasticity theory has been used in 324 
descriptions of the brittleness of ice (Liu et al., 2011; Kolari, 2007; Shi et al. 2016). On the one hand, 325 
from the phenomenological point of view, the sudden drop of post-peak stress can be simulated with the use 326 
of the strain-softening concept in plastic theory (Kolari, 2007; Wang et al. 1997; Needleman, 1988). It is even 327 
feasible to extend the model to the ductile range by controlling the magnitude of strain softening, which is 328 
also a reason for using the viscoelastic plasticity to establish the model. On the other hand, since the erosion 329 
technique is used, the stress wave problem will lead to an inappropriate effect on the remaining elements in 330 
the simulation of elastic brittle failure of ice, in which case the plasticity concept can be adopted as a solution 331 
(Liu et al., 2011). Therefore, a proper failure criterion is important in the simulation of ice, as it determines 332 
how much plastic strain is produced or how long the stress travels on the yield surface. In addition, the 333 
capacity of ice to resist compression is much stronger than to resist tension and thus should also be taken into 334 
account in the failure criterion. The empirical failure criterion established by Liu et al. (2011) and modified 335 
by Gao et al. (2015) was adopted. This failure criterion is based on equivalent plastic strain eq and 336 
hydrostatic pressure vol , 337 
if p
eq f  or vol cutp  , the element fails, 338 
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where f  and cutp  are the thresholds of equivalent plastic strain and hydrostatic pressure, respectively. 341 
p
ij  is the component of the plastic strain tensor, and 0 is the initial failure strain. 342 
3. Numerical implementation and calibration of the program 343 
3.1 Numerical implementation 344 
The model is incorporated in LS-DYNA (Halquist, 2007) as a user-defined material subroutine, 345 
and the programme flow is shown in Fig. 5. At the beginning of each time step, the strain increment is 346 
imported from the software. It is assumed that only viscoelastic deformation has occurred at first and 347 
trial stresses were calculated. Then the yield function (18) is calculated. If 0f  , the stress state is 348 
within the yield stress space and yield criterion is not met; then the trial results are real stresses in this 349 
time step and will be returned to the software. Otherwise ( 0f  ), the yield criterion is met and plastic 350 
deformation occurs. The trial stresses will be corrected through the return mapping algorithm. After 351 
several iterations, the stresses are mapped back to the yield surface and the results are returned at the 352 
current time step. The stresses travel on the yield surface over time until the failure criterion is satisfied. 353 
To calibrate the program and display the calculation process, single element simulations of constant 354 
force loading and constant displacement loading will be conducted. 355 
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Fig. 5. Framework of the viscoelastic-plastic model. Viscoelastic deformation is assumed to occur and trial 357 
stresses are calculated first. If 0f  , trial stresses are real stresses. Otherwise, trial stresses will be corrected 358 
and iterated through the return mapping algorithm. The ice element will be deleted if the failure criterion is 359 
satisfied. 360 
3.2 Constant force loading 361 
To calibrate the numerical program of the model and display the simulation capacity of 362 
viscoelastic behaviour, a single-element test is conducted under constant force, including the loading 363 
and unloading processes. It is assumed that the model does not yield, and the results of the finite 364 
element analysis will be compared with the numerical results from Mathematica. A cubic solid unit is 365 
used, and constant loads of 2MN and 1MN are applied separately on the pairs of surfaces in the x 366 
direction and the other two directions as shown in Fig. 6 (left). The external loads are removed at 50 367 
seconds to verify the simulating ability of the unloading scenario. A comparison of the numerical 368 
simulation results from LS-DYNA and Mathematica is illustrated in Fig. 6. The force on the right side 369 
refers to the difference value between the x direction and the other two directions. The finite element 370 
result agrees well with the Mathematica result, indicating that the numerical implementation process is 371 
correct. 372 
 373 
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of single-element test with constant forces applied on the element surfaces, and 374 
the forces are withdrawn after t=50s (left). Comparison of the simulated creep curves in x direction from 375 
LS-DYNA and Mathematica, creep deformation is recovered after t=50s (right). 376 
3.3 Constant displacement rate loading 377 
This simulation displays the yield and failure process of the ice element. Four points on one 378 
surface of the ice element in x direction are fixed and the other four points are applied with a 379 
compressive displacement at the speed of 0.02m/s. Fig. 7 illustrates the stress development and failure 380 
of the element (red line). At first, only viscoelastic deformation occurs. After the yield criterion is met, 381 
the stresses begin to flow on the yield surface, and the strain is developing at the same time, until the 382 
equivalent plastic strain meets the threshold value at the end of the red line. The dashed line indicates 383 
the stress flow on yield surface if the ice failure does not occur. The yield curve is elliptical and 384 
consistent with the description in Section 2.2.  385 
 386 
Fig. 7. Stress development and flow (red) on the yield surface under constant deformation rate loading. Intact 387 
yield surface (dashed) which stresses will flow on if ice does not fail. 388 
4. Numerical examples and discussion 389 
Numerical examples are described in this section to demonstrate the performance of the present model. 390 
First, a creep experiment is simulated to test the performance of the model to describe this rheological 391 
phenomenon. Second, the Pond Inlet medium-scale indentation test is simulated and the pressure-area curves 392 
are verified to demonstrate the model’s ability to assess ice loads. Third, to verify the simulation ability of the 393 
model in brittle regions of high strain rates ( 310 / s ), a collision scenario between ice and a rigid plate is 394 
simulated.  395 
4.1 Creep experiments under tri-axial compressive conditions 396 
4.1.1 Description of the creep experiments 397 
Ice creep is a time-dependent behaviour related to the motion of crystal defects and is thermally 398 
activated (Barratte and Jordaan, 2001). Since higher temperatures can accelerate the creep process, the creep 399 
deformation of ice can be obvious at temperatures close to its melting point. A creep experiment is a 400 
commonly used method to study this mechanical behaviour of ice. Xiao (1997) conducted a series of tri-axial 401 
creep experiments using laboratory-prepared granular ice, and the test temperature was kept at o10 C . The 402 
seeds used to make ice samples were 2.00mm to 3.36mm. The ice samples were shaped into cylinders of 403 
70mm in diameter and 175mm in length with minimal bubble content. During the tests, the ice samples were 404 
subjected to confining pressure from all directions and an additional constant load in the axial direction. 405 
Three typical test scenarios with different axial loads are simulated using the proposed model in this section. 406 
To better illustrate the effectiveness and accuracy of the model proposed here, the simulation results of Shi et 407 
al. (2017), who also simulated this creep test using a damage theory-based viscoelastic model, were adopted 408 
for comparison. 409 
4.1.2 Numerical model and material parameters 410 
The finite element (FE) model is established using solid elements with one integration point as shown in 411 
Fig. 8. The ice cylinder is fixed in the bottom, and constant pressures are applied on the side and top surfaces. 412 
The confining pressure in the lateral direction is 10MPa, and the total axial pressures tested are 15MPa, 413 
17MPa and 20MPa. The element size is 5mm×9mm×9mm . Other element sizes such as 414 
3mm×6mm×6mm  and 6mm×12mm×12mm  are also tested and yield similar deformation as the 415 
previous size. Hence, this simulation is not sensitive to element size due to the regular shape and small 416 
deformation. The loading period is 20s, after which the external pressures are removed to investigate the 417 
recovery of ice deformation, and the unloading phase is also set as 20s. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 and 418 
Section 2.1.3, the main parameters of ice have been determined and are listed in Table 2. It should be noted 419 
that n equals 3 in this part. Poisson’s ratio is recommended by Timco and Weeks (2010). Parameters of the 420 
yield function 0 1 2/ /a a a  are 22.93, 2.06, -0.023 respectively according to Gao et al. (2015). 421 
 422 
Fig. 8. Numerical model of a cylindrical ice sample with 70mm in diameter and 175mm in length. Confining 423 
pressure of 10MPa is applied in lateral direction and axial pressures are 15MPa, 17MPa and 20MPa for 424 
different cases. 425 
Table. 2. Material parameters of the viscoelastic-plastic ice model used in simulation of creep experiments. 426 
Parameter value parameter value 
Density 900
3kg/m  Parameter C 0.016 
Shear modulus of Maxwell unit (
MG ) 5212MPa Activation energy (Q ) 78.6 2kJ/m  
Bulk modulus ( K ) 14862MPa Activation volume (V ) 32 3cm /mol  
Poisson’s ratio 0.343 Molar gas constant ( R ) 8.314 
Exponential parameters ( n ) 3 Temperature (T ) 263.15K  
Parameter A 6.5E+8
-3 -1MPa gs  Initial failure strain ( f ) 0.01 
Parameter B 15 Cut-off pressure ( cutp ) -2.0MPa 
Parameters in failure criterion ( 0 1 2/ /a a a ) 22.93/2.06/-0.023   
4.1.3 Results and comparison to experiments 427 
Fig. 9 illustrates the simulated curves of strain versus time at different axial stresses using the 428 
viscoelastic-plastic model proposed here. The experimental results in the laboratory and simulation results of 429 
Shi’s (2017) viscoelastic model are also shown for comparison. The legend lists the effective stress. At the 430 
beginning, the instantaneous increase of strain represents the elastic deformation generated by the ice sample 431 
upon being subjected to external pressure. Then, the strain rises gradually over time, attributing mainly to the 432 
delayed elastic strain and viscous strain. In the loading phase, the curves calculated from this model agree 433 
well with those of the experimental results under the three stress levels. At the moment of 20s, the creep strain 434 
drops rapidly with the removal of the external force, then decreases slowly with time. The simulated 435 
recovering strains in unloading phase is in good agreement with the experimental results. Although the strain 436 
curve under effective stresses of 5MPa and 7MPa are slightly lower than the experimental value, the 10MPa 437 
curves correspond well. Compared to the viscoelastic model of Shi et al. (2017), the new proposed model 438 
yields results that are more consistent with experiments especially for 10MPa, and the distribution in relation 439 
times is well simulated. Shi’s model and the viscoelastic part of the material model proposed in this paper are 440 
both established on Burgers model, but the construction ways are different, thus the descripted nonlinear 441 
strain-stress relations are different. The viscoelastic part of our model is based on Glen’s law (1955) and 442 
Ashby and Duval’s law (1985) and this method is prone to be effective, simulating the experimental 443 
phenomenon very well. The recovery curves of unloading phase correspond well to the experimental results, 444 
showing that the deformation components (elastic, delayed elastic and viscous deformation) are well 445 
described.  446 
The nonlinearity of creep is illustrated by the nonlinear behaviour of the strains in response to different 447 
stress levels at the same time. According to the experimental results, no obvious plastic deformation occurred 448 
in the ice samples; otherwise, the strain would increase rapidly in a short period of time. In the numerical 449 
simulation of loading phase, the plastic strain is not triggered, which is in agreement with the experimental 450 
results. Thus, the simulation of this scenario using this model is realistic, and the unrecoverable strain 451 
represents viscous deformation rather than plastic deformation. Corresponding to Section 2.1, the 452 
instantaneous drop at the moment of 20s represents the recovery of elastic strain, and the gradual decline in 453 
unloading phase represents the recovery of delayed elastic strain.  454 
 455 
Fig. 9. Simulated strain-time curves using the viscoelastic-plastic material model (dashed) proposed here and 456 
viscoelastic model of Shi et al. (2017) (solid with dots), and experimental curves (solid, smooth) under 457 
different differential stresses (5MPa, 7MPa, 10MPa). External forces are removed at t=20s. 458 
4.2 Pond Inlet indentation tests 459 
4.2.1 Description of the indentation tests 460 
Indentation tests can be used to investigate the failure mechanism of ice and obtain the contact force or 461 
pressure. Simulating indentation tests and comparing the contact force and pressure-area curves is a direct 462 
way to verify the accuracy of the proposed material model. For the indentation tests at laboratory scale, the 463 
contact areas are generally several square centimetres. It is challenging to extend the results to the ice-ship 464 
interaction analysis because of the size effect. Mobil Oil Canada (Kennedy, 1990; Johnson and Benoit, 1987) 465 
conducted a series of medium-scale indentation experiments on a grounded iceberg near Pond Inlet in 1984, 466 
and the maximum contact area reached 3m2, which approached the size in full-scale ice-ship interactions. 467 
The Pond Inlet indention test with the maximum indenter is simulated in this section, and the simulation 468 
result of Liu et al. (2011) for the same test using an elastic-plastic model is also presented for comparison.  469 
In Pond Inlet tests, a series of tunnels were excavated into the iceberg and the indenter system was 470 
positioned in the tunnel, and different sizes of spherical indenters were controlled to press into the vertical 471 
wall driven by the hydraulic system. Pressure cells were arranged on the face of the indenters to measure the 472 
local pressure of the indenting process, enabling the contact force to be obtained. A schematic of the 473 
experimental scenario and the corresponding numerical model is shown in Fig. 10. At beginning of the Pond 474 
Inlet test, the indenter was pressed towards the ice surface at constant velocity of 0.1m/s, and upon reaching 475 
the surface, the penetrating displacement ( )x t  was imposed on the indenter as a quarter sine curve, 476 
0( ) sin( )x t x t                                                                 (23) 477 
where 0x  is the maximum penetration distance,    is the frequency of motion, and t  is time. The 478 
velocity of the indenter varies from initial maximum value to zero, which represents the slowing down of the 479 
ice or ship after impacting each other. The whole test lasted for 3.6s. 480 
         481 
Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the Pond Inlet experimental scenario (left) (Canada, 1994), the spherical 482 
indenter was placed inside the ice tunnel and pressed against the ice wall with the penetrating displacement as 483 
a quarter sine curve. Finite element models of the rigid indenter (yellow) and the ice wall (blue) with 484 
thickness of 1.2m and length and width of 6m (right). 485 
4.2.2 Numerical model and material parameters 486 
Compared to the iceberg, the stiffness of the indenter is much higher. In the FE model, the indenter is 487 
established as a section of rigid sphere with the radius of 2.3m, and the ice is modelled as a cuboid with 488 
height of 1.2m and length and width of 6m. The solid elements with one integration point are adopted. The 489 
nodes at the back of the ice wall are fixed, and the velocity is imposed on the indenter. An automatic contact 490 
algorithm is utilized between ice and indenter. An eroding contact algorithm is utilized for the iceberg; thus, 491 
the ice element will be deleted once it fails. The static and dynamic coefficients of friction are 0.15. 492 
Considering the relatively higher hydrostatic pressure (higher than 30MPa), n=4 is more proper. And the 493 
temperature T=253.15K. The other material parameters are the same as those in the simulation of creep 494 
experiments.  495 
The hexahedral mesh grids are structured. The grids in the central part of ice are denser, and the 496 
surrounding grids are sparse to ensure the accuracy and efficiency of calculation. To select the appropriate 497 
element size, four mesh sizes (100mm×100mm×100mm ,75mm×75mm×75mm ,50mm×50mm×50mm , 498 
30mm×30mm×30mm ) in the middle part are tested.  499 
  500 
Fig. 11. Simulated contact force-time curves of Pond Inlet indentation tests using finite element model of ice 501 
wall with different element sizes (left). Experimental force-time curves of Pond Inlet indentation tests using 502 
the spherical indenter with the radius of 2.3m (right). 503 
4.2.3 Results and comparison to experiments 504 
The calculated curves of force versus time of different mesh sizes are illustrated in Fig. 11 (left). Smaller 505 
elements lead to smaller fluctuations of the force curve and higher computational costs. The difference in 506 
contact force of mesh size between 100mm and 75mm is larger, while the results of 50mm and 30mm are 507 
similar. For a compromise between the effectiveness and efficiency of the calculation, 50mm is an ideal 508 
choice. Fig. 11 (right) shows the in situ measurement results of a group of tests using the 3m2 indenter in 509 
Pond Inlet test, and T1T5, T3T2, T4T2, and T4T3 are test numbers (Kennedy, 1990). The force of T1T5 510 
before 1.5s is much higher than the others. Although the other curves have a similar trend, the obtained ice 511 
loads are still different for different testing times. The saw-tooth response in the indention tests is thought to 512 
be ice-induced oscillation as analysed by Browne et al. (2013) and O'Rourke et al. (2016), which is a 513 
complex phenomenon. The numerical simulation with proper element size can capture the variation law of 514 
the mean value of contact force over time.  515 
Fig. 12 displays the distribution of hydrostatic pressure (left) and von Mises stress (right) as well as the 516 
element erosion situation. As the indenter advances, the ice elements undergo the process from deformation 517 
to failure. When meeting the failure criterion, the ice element will be deleted to simulate the process of ice 518 
crushing. At 2.21s, a small pit forms as shown in Fig. 12. In the central position of the contact area of ice 519 
(contacting with the top of the spherical indenter), the stress of ice is the highest. Moreover, the hydrostatic 520 
stress reaches 35.52MPa, which is much higher than the maximum value of von Mises stress. In many 521 
small-scale indentation tests (Brown et al. 2013, O'Rourke et al. 2016), it has been observed with the aid of 522 
high-speed video that the damaged ice layer mainly exists in the contact area between ice and the indenter, 523 
and the deformation of the ice is usually manifested as recrystallization and micro-fractures. Fig.11 shows 524 
that only the stresses in the contact area are high, and the stresses in other areas are very low, especially for 525 
the hydrostatic stress. This result is consistent with the observed experimental phenomenon.  526 
  527 
  528 
Fig. 12. Distribution of hydrostatic pressure [Pa] (left) and von Mises stress [Pa] (right) and element erosion 529 
of ice wall at t=2.21s. Contact surface between ice and indenter shown in first row, and middle vertical 530 
section of ice wall shown in second row. Red area represents high stress level and blue area represents low 531 
stress level. 532 
The pressure-area relation is often used to evaluate the ice load on structures. The pressure-area curves 533 
of the numerical simulations and test data are compared and illustrated in Fig. 13. The pressure from 534 
numerical simulation is obtained by dividing the resultant force by the nominal contact area. When the 535 
contact area is less than 0.2m2, the simulation result of the viscoelastic-plastic model is higher than the test 536 
data. This is because the pressures from the tests are conservative, resulting from inaccurate control of the test 537 
start time according to Johnson and Benoit (1987). Pond Inlet’s apparatuses were also used in Hobson’s 538 
Choice indentation tests (Frederking et al., 1990) which obtained higher pressure in the small contact area 539 
using the same apparatus as the Pond Inlet, further illustrating the rationality of the simulation results. Over 540 
0.2m2, the simulation result matches well with test results. Furthermore, the trend of simulation results is in 541 
accordance with the curve in the ISO/CD 19906 standard (2010), which is obtained from the pressure data of 542 
the Molikpad structure (Masterson, et al. 2007), Gulf flat jack (Iyer and Masterson, 1987), Hobson’s Choice 543 
tests (Frederking et al., 1990; Gagnon, 1998) and Pond Inlet tests (Masterson et al. 1992).  544 
Removing the Kelvin unit and the dashpot in the Maxwell unit, the viscoelastic-plastic (EVP) model 545 
will degenerate to an elastic-plastic (EP) model, which is similar with the models of Gao et al. (2015) and Liu 546 
et al. (2011). The values of the EP curve and EVP curve are very similar. This is because under high-speed 547 
interactions of the ice and the indenter, the viscous and delayed elastic deformations of ice have not fully 548 
developed in a short time before the failure of ice. In this condition, the performance of the 549 
viscoelastic-plastic model is close to that of an elastic-plastic model. The pressure-area curves are also similar 550 
to that of Liu’s EP model as shown in Fig. 13, although the values are slightly different, probably due to 551 
different parameters and meshing.  552 
 553 
Fig. 13. Simulated pressure-area curves using viscoelastic-plastic model (solid, red) and elastic-plastic model 554 
(solid, green), and experimental pressure-area curves (dashed) of Pond Inlet indentation tests. ISO standard 555 
curve (solid, black) and simulated curve of Liu et al. (2011) (solid, yellow). 556 
The calculation times of the models are also compared. The EP model takes 34 hours and 14 minutes to 557 
finish the simulation, and the EVP model takes 42 hours and 53 minutes. The EVP model takes longer time 558 
(8 hours and 39 minutes), but it is still in an acceptable range. For the actual interactions between ice and 559 
structures, there are many conditions where the viscoelasticity of ice cannot be ignored, such as the piling up 560 
of ice around offshore platforms. The Kelvin unit and viscous element in the Maxwell unit of the EVP model 561 
representing the viscoelasticity will share the strain and produce lower stress than that of the EP model; 562 
therefore, this improvement gives the viscoelastic-plastic model the potential for better simulation of these 563 
conditions and a wider range of applicability.  564 
4.3 Collision between spherical ice and a rigid plate  565 
4.2.1 Description of the collision scenario and the numerical model 566 
An ice-rigid plate collision scenario is simulated in this section to verify the material model’s capacity to 567 
describe the brittleness of ice. The collision speed is 1m/s to ensure that the simulation is close to the situation 568 
of collision between ice and ship, and the deformation of ice is in the brittle region with high strain rates 569 
( 310 / s ) (Schulson, 2001). The shape of the ice is a sphere, representing the mean model shape of the 570 
iceberg. A rigid plate is adopted to represent the Strength Design strategy (NORSOK Standard, 2004). If the 571 
calculated pressure does not exceed the rule requirements, then the actual pressure generated by the ice 572 
colliding with ships will also meet the requirements.  573 
 574 
Fig. 14. Finite element model to simulate the collision between spherical ice (yellow) (radius of 1m) and a 575 
rigid plate (blue) (side length of 1.5m). Solid elements are used for ice and shell elements are used for the 576 
plate. The green part is fixed and the rigid plate moves towards ice at 1m/s. 577 
The ice model is half a sphere with a radius of 1m, as shown in Fig. 14. The maximum penetration 578 
depth is 0.6m. Since the bottom of the sphere does not come into contact with the rigid plate, it is modelled as 579 
a rigid body and fixed. The rigid plate with the side length of 1.5m moves at a constant speed and collides 580 
with the spherical ice. An automatic contact algorithm is set, and the erosion technique is also adopted. The 581 
frictional coefficients are 0.15, and other ice material mechanical parameters, including the shear moduli and 582 
bulk modulus, are the same as those in Section 3.2. The temperature is assumed to be 253.15K. A parameter 583 
sensitivity analysis of mesh size ( 33mm×33mm×33mm , 22mm×22mm×22mm ,584 
16.7mm×16.7mm×16.7mm ) is performed. Fig. 15 illustrates the distribution of hydrostatic stress and von 585 
Mises stress, representing the volume stress and partial stress of ice, respectively, at the mesh size of586 
22mm×22mm×22mm . 587 
   588 
   589 
Fig. 15. Distribution of hydrostatic pressure [Pa] (left) and von Mises stress [Pa] (right) of the contact surface 590 
of ice with steel plate. Penetration depths are 0.3m (first row) and 0.45m (second row). Red area represents 591 
high stress level and blue area represents low stress level. 592 
4.3.2 Results and discussion 593 
Fig. 16 illustrates the pressure-area curve of the simulation, and different specifications and design 594 
curves are also illustrated for comparison. According to the simulation results, once the spherical ice comes 595 
into contact with the steel plate, the contact pressure is very large, then decreases rapidly with the penetration 596 
distance and contact area increasing. When the contact area is larger than 0.5m2, the pressure tends to reach a 597 
stable value. This trend coincides well with the ISO standard (2010) and API (1995) curves, but the pressure 598 
values are lower than those of the specifications. This finding is reasonable because the specification curves 599 
take the upper limit of experiments and field test data (Masterson et al. 2007). Compared with the two 600 
specification curves, the Molikpaq design curve (Masterson et al. 2007) is closer to the simulation results. 601 
The simulated contact pressure fluctuates within a certain range along with the contact area, but the average 602 
value agrees well with the pressure curve proposed by Timco and Sudom (2013). Timco’s design curve is for 603 
wide structures and takes the intermediate value of the test results of Molikpaq (east- and north-facing panels). 604 
This finding further proves that the numerical simulation results are quite reasonable. 605 
 606 
Fig. 16. Simulated contact pressure-area curves of ice-steel plate collision using viscoelastic-plastic model 607 
(solid) with different mesh sizes and elastic-plastic model (dot), and different specifications and design curves 608 
(dashed).  609 
The fluctuation of the pressure curve derived from numerical simulation is due to the elements' erosion, 610 
and it is more obvious when the contact area is smaller than 0.5m2 because the deletion of elements leads to 611 
the change of contact force, and this change is amplified when the force is divided by a small contact area. 612 
Unlike the massive ice in the simulation of indentation tests, the elements of the spherical ice are not well 613 
confined. After contacting with the rigid plate, the ice elements at the top of the sphere fail rapidly under 614 
pressure and are eroded; then, the contact force changes frequently in the small contact area. When the grid 615 
density is larger, the pressure fluctuates more moderately, but the average pressure values of different grid 616 
densities are similar, which indicates that the model has good robustness. 617 
For the ice in the brittle region, the constitutive law is linear elastic before it fails, as shown in Fig. 1 618 
(strain rate 10.2 / s ). The numerical results of the elastic-plastic model, which are represented by 619 
Simulation_EP_22mm in Fig. 16, are illustrated for comparison. The results show that most of the scattered 620 
dots of Simulation_EP_22mm overlap with the Simulation_EVP_22mm curve. This finding proves that the 621 
model has a good ability of simulating high-speed collision, the viscoelastic part will degenerate 622 
automatically to become elastic. The proposed model retains a good capacity for describing the brittle 623 
behaviour of ice. 624 
5. Conclusions 625 
A three-dimensional viscoelastic-plastic constitutive model is proposed in this paper to simulate the 626 
behaviour of ice during the ice-structure interactions. The ice characteristics embodied in this model are more 627 
comprehensive than the previous models, and verifications are made through three sets of comparisons 628 
between numerical simulation results and those from tests. The main results are as follow:  629 
The proposed model is composed of viscoelastic and plastic components acting in series. The 630 
viscoelastic part is represented with a nonlinear Burgers model, in which the volumetric behaviour is 631 
assumed to be elastic and the deviatoric behaviour is assumed to be viscoelastic and includes instantaneous 632 
elastic, viscous and delayed elastic components. The viscous part is based on Glen’s law (1955), and the 633 
delayed elastic model is based on Ashby and Duval’s equation (1985). Temperature and confining pressure 634 
are included. The plastic part is evoked by a Tsai-Wu yield criterion that is hydrostatic pressure- and 635 
octahedral shear stress- dependent. The incremental plastic theory and associated flow rule are adopted. 636 
The numerical examples show that the present ice model yields well results and can reflect the 637 
comprehensive characteristics of ice. Based on the laws summarised from experiments, the proposed model 638 
can reflect the viscoelastic behaviour of ice well. In the simulation of creep experiments, the calculated 639 
strain-time curves are consistent with the experimental results under different external loads and the strain 640 
recovery in the unloading phase is simulated successfully. Combining with element erosion, the proposed 641 
model also has a good capacity to simulate the ice-structure interaction in brittle region and predict the ice 642 
load. In the simulation of Pond Inlet medium-scale indentation tests, the contact force and the average 643 
pressure agree well with the experimental results. And the pressure-area curve of the ice-rigid plate collision 644 
simulation is also in a reasonable range.  645 
Compared to the elastic-plastic model, which is limited to high-speed interactions between ice and 646 
structures, the proposed viscoelastic-plastic model includes viscoelasticity and thus has more potential 647 
applications, e.g., the long-term piling up of ice around offshore platforms in Arctic regions, when the creep 648 
deformation cannot be ignored. Moreover, this improvement makes the proposed model valuable for further 649 
development to better simulate the post-peak softening behaviour and the ductile-brittle transition of ice. 650 
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Nomenclature 654 
𝜀 total strain  𝐾 bulk modulus  
𝜀𝑒 instantaneous elastic strain  𝐺𝑀 shear modulus of Maxwell unit  
𝜀𝑑 delayed elastic strain  𝐺𝐾  shear modulus of Kelvin unit  
𝜀𝑣 viscous strain  𝜂𝑀 viscous coefficient of Maxwell unit  
𝜀𝑝 plastic strain  𝜂𝐾 viscous coefficient of Kelvin unit  
𝑒𝑖𝑗 deviatoric strain  a exponent parameter of Maxwell unit 
𝜀𝑣𝑜𝑙 volumetric strain  Q activation energy 
𝜎 stress  𝜐 poisson’s ratio 
𝑠𝑖𝑗  deviatoric stress  𝛿𝑖𝑗 delta function 
p volumetric stress  q octahedral stress 
?̇?𝑖𝑗 total deviatoric elastic strain rate R molar gas constant 
?̇?𝑖𝑗
𝑒  deviatoric elastic strain rate ?̇? plastic consistency parameter 
?̇?𝑖𝑗
𝑣  deviatoric viscous strain rate 𝑓(𝑝, 𝑞) yield function 
?̇?𝑖𝑗
𝑑  deviatoric delayed elastic strain rate 𝑎0/𝑎1/𝑎2 constant parameters in yield function 
?̇?𝑖𝑗
𝑝
 deviatoric plastic strain rate 𝜀𝑒𝑞 equivalent plastic strain 
𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑙 volumetric elastic strain rate 𝜀𝑓 threshold of equivalent plastic strain 
𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑙
𝑒  volumetric elastic strain rate 𝜀0 initial failure strain 
𝜀?̇?𝑜𝑙
𝑝
 volumetric plastic strain rate 𝑝𝑐𝑢𝑡  threshold of hydrostatic pressure 
𝑉       activation volume A B C constant parameters 
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